Many Contributors: Key Concepts

My essays about the work of Dr. Hahnemann and Dr. Nordenström showcase these two because they developed physical techniques that affect the energy functions within people. I base my work on science. Their work gives background to explain the success (and occasional failure) of Acupuncture, Ayurveda and Homeopathy. www.NaturalWorldHealing.com
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Flatland: The Concept
Multiple Dimensions

The ANS: 3 Levels
Social, Sympathetic and Parasympathetic

Chronic Miasms
Unsuspected factor in background: Electro-Magneto-Informational-Beyond. “Hijackers”

8 Miasms/”Primal Diseases”
4 Upper: Mental/Physical
4 Lower: Emotional/Physical

Miasms Hit all Levels
All levels to be treated

Dr. Hahnemann [1800s]
First to work with the Dynamis as part of the physical whole. Began mapping body energy responses to life stresses.

Einstein’s Equation [1905]
100 years after Hahnemann this gave scientific terms to what homeopathy makes possible: Working with Life as simultaneously Substance and Energy.

= mc²

Science to Study Life Energies
Dr. Nordenström: Field disruptions
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### Human Energy Anatomy (more considerations)

These slides focus on the challenge of seeing Life as simultaneously Substance and Energy

For more information you can visit my site: [www.NaturalWorldHealing.com](http://www.NaturalWorldHealing.com)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Looking Behind the Curtain</th>
<th>Flatland: The Concept</th>
<th>Visual Perception</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Energies behind physical world</td>
<td>Multiple Dimensions</td>
<td>This “Magic Eye” pattern holds within it Albert Einstein’s famous equation: ( E = mc^2 )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study of Life Energies</th>
<th>Nordenström &amp; Acupuncture</th>
<th>Nordenström was Ignored</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dr. Nordenström: Electrical flow</td>
<td>Scientific basis for Meridian energies as electrical flow with magnetic fields</td>
<td>in the U.S.A.; they saw no value in his work to treat cancer using ElectroChemical Therapy. He went to China and they are continuing his work.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><a href="http://www.AlexGrey.com">www.AlexGrey.com</a></th>
<th>Hyaluronic Acid</th>
<th>Hyaluronic Acid</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Study of Life Energies</td>
<td>Natural compound may protect the flow of Qi/Chi in the meridians</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dr. Hamer and Cancer</th>
<th>Dr. Hamer removed shock waves in the brain via counseling; often the cancer condition could not be found after that.</th>
<th>Hamer’s “Biological Brain” may be the same thing as the Autonomic Nervous System, the “Internal Protector” that I talk about.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dr. Hamer removed shock waves in the brain via counseling; often the cancer condition could not be found after that.</td>
<td>Hamer’s “Biological Brain” may be the same thing as the Autonomic Nervous System, the “Internal Protector” that I talk about.</td>
<td>Hamer’s “Biological Brain” may be the same thing as the Autonomic Nervous System, the “Internal Protector” that I talk about.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Jacques Benveniste, M.D.</th>
<th>Homeopathy for Emotional traumas; many CAM doctors are choosing homeopathic remedies via characteristic emotions.</th>
<th>das Organon der Heilkunst</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>showed that white cells responded to “attack” by allergens so dilute that no molecules were left: homeopathic.</td>
<td>show that white cells responded to “attack” by allergens so dilute that no molecules were left: homeopathic.</td>
<td>Dr. Hahnemann’s complete medical system. More than homeopathy, treating both physical and energy.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>the Medical Art of Wholing</th>
<th>the Medical Art of Wholing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
Pictorial Review of How I Look at Patients

Wide range of Factors

Age, sex, shocks & traumas of a lifetime, medication side-effects, dental metals/traumas, scars, musculo-skeletal traumas/misalignment, allergies, chemical/metal toxicities, socio-religious culture, toxic memories, Chronic Miasms, etc.

Healthcare Beyond Western ICD classifications of labels for “disease”

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Aspects of the Whole Person</th>
<th>Psychological Injuries</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Spiritual (as you define it)</td>
<td>Trauma, Scars, Bone &amp; Tissue Injuries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intuitional</td>
<td>Head Readings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mental</td>
<td>Diabetes, Infections, Drugs, Vaccines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electromagnetic</td>
<td>Heavy metals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical</td>
<td>Instinct, ear energy, (or “geopathic”) stresses</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Chronic Miasms

Unsuspected factor in background: Electro-Magneto-Informational-Beyond

8 Miasms/”Primal Diseases”

4 Upper: Mental/Physical
4 Lower: Emotional/Physical

Pathic & Chthonic Diseases

Spinoffs from Chronic Miasms

“The Hypochondriac” by Honore Daumier, 1841

Science to Study Life Energies

Dr. Nordenström: Field disruptions
Biologically Closed Electric Circuits - Bjorn Nordenstrom

The Patient is in charge

Sovereign. Their Life Journey. You get to help them fill in the blanks.

Taking Life as it Is
Dynamic Energy Aspects of the Human Being

Introducing the Dynamic System of health care made possible through insights of Samuel Hahnemann, M.D. New accurate translation of his newly revealed case notes reveal a system that now includes Biological Dentistry, detoxification, physical manipulation, nutrition and more, but that also needs use of homeopathically prepared medicines. Go online for more at www.Homeopathy.com, or contact me, Ralph Wilson, N.D.

\[ E = mc^2 \] -- Hahnemann was the first to write about the Dual Nature of Humans and the Dual Nature of Disease, and he developed a dynamic model to treat what have until now been puzzling overlapping pictures of Disease action and human reaction and degeneration of the Living Power when overpowered by a too-strong Disease. Humans have both a physical survival (or “Sustentive”) aspect and a deeper creative Disease-fighting (or “Generative”) aspect. Recent recovery of Hahnemann’s case notes (in the 1960s) and proper translation from the German has given us a powerful picture of how over 100 years before Einstein he saw humans as simultaneously Substance and Energy. Homeopathic percussion/dilution separates the energy from the substance and allows us to give homeopathic Medicines that contain the energizing essence of the material from which the medicine was made.

His clinical experience included “Regimen” (giving nutrition, removing toxins, physical treatments, and more) to help the Sustentive aspect of the human. He also discovered primal Diseases that could only be treated with homeopathically energized substances that cancelled out Disease and freed the Generative aspect so that it could heal.

Over his career, his case notes show, he perceived/discovered solid evidence of hidden Diseases of a deep nature. He found basic primal ones he called “Chronic Miasms” that are found to some degree in all people and that spring into action depending on individual susceptibility. Others include the Core Level Delusion and Chthonic Diseases. Chthonic realm illnesses are deep, fear-based conditions and can be of two “streams”: the Hot Stream -- visible/manic; and the Cold Stream -- deep socially isolating Diseases.

Health care practitioners need to be alert for the deeper Diseases. These deep Diseases create some nasty physical and psychological situations, as Hahnemann himself observed:

“…How often, for instance, in the most painful, protracted diseases do we not meet with a mild, gentle mindedness, so that the Remedial-Artist feels impelled to bestow attention and sympathy upon the patient. If he [the physician/Remedial-Artist] conquers the disease and restores the patient again – as is not seldom possible in the homeopathic mode – the physician is often astonished and startled over the dreadful alteration of the mind, where he often sees ingratitude, hard-heartedness, deliberate malice and the most degrading, most revolting tempers of humanity come forward, which had been precisely the patient’s own in his former days. [Bold added].

What Hahnemann was beginning to recognize in the situation above is the existence of Disease as energy fields like computer viruses. These are still deep inside the treated patient, and that we can treat as Ideogenic, Iatrogenic, Miasmic and Chthonic Diseases.

What if Most of What You Were Taught About Homeopathy Was Wrong?
(True and False test from Dynamic Legacy: From Homeopathy to Heilkunst; found at www.NaturalWorldHealing.com)

[©2008, Ralph Wilson, N.D. v. 05/13/2008]
This page is a representation of what Dr. Hahnemann began to describe in his book *Organon der Heilkunst*, and in his case notes. His work was expanded (in light of insights of Steiner and Reich) by Verspoor and Decker [the term “man” denotes either sex]. The globes represent the 8 Chronic Miasms. More information is referenced at: [www.IntegrativeHomeopathy.org](http://www.IntegrativeHomeopathy.org).

### “The Upper Man”: Intellectual/Thought/Attitude

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Psoric Miasm</th>
<th>Tuberculosis Miasm</th>
<th>Gonorrhea Miasm</th>
<th>Syphilis Miasm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>“The Itch”/Irritation</td>
<td>Searching</td>
<td>Excessiveness</td>
<td>Degeneration</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### “The Nether Man”: The Physical Experience

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Malaria Miasm</th>
<th>Ringworm Miasm</th>
<th>Cancer Miasm</th>
<th>Lyme Miasm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Victimization</td>
<td>Persecution</td>
<td>Sacrifice</td>
<td>Isolation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### “Diseases” – Energy-based programs that enter person and distort ability to function. May have physical “carrier”.

- **Visible/Tangible Body**
- **Metabolic/Functional/Repair Aspect**
  Called the *Sustentive* aspect of the Dynamis.
- **Creative/Disease-fighting Aspect**
  Generative aspect.
- **Resonant Core**
  Represents both DNA and the resonant field created by it.
  Generates what is known as **Constitutional Archetype**
  (basic **Genotype**, and when stressed -- **Phenotype**).
This diagram represents the various layers of energy surrounding the human body. This is based on clinical observations of homeopaths who have studied various worldwide systems of health care. This diagram is supported by the groundbreaking work of Björn Nordenström, M.D., whose work demonstrated the flow of electrical charge between the arteries and the veins, thus proving (via the basic laws of physics concerning ion flow) that there are electromagnetic fields around each vessel in the body and that the body has an electromagnetic aspect to its function.

These layers of energy bring to mind the “shells” of electrons around the nuclei of atoms. These layers are likely the same that were described in ancient systems of medicine, and the term “aura” might be describing these. I am including them here because I have seen the correlations with Dr. Klinghardt’s technique that uses the monomolecular resonator blocks to demonstrate different energy responses to Autonomic Response Testing at various levels above the surface of the body. I am enthusiastic about the scientific groundwork that is now helping describe what were formerly thought of as superstitious.
These factors expand Klinghardt’s excellent model: Sequential dynamic action of Chronic Miasms/Primal Diseases and the secondary “spinoff” Diseases well-known to homeopaths, and psycho-emotional Chthonic Diseases. This is what Hahnemann began to describe, and that Steven Decker makes clear through accurate translation of German texts that Hahnemann left us. The sites [www.Homeopathy.com](http://www.Homeopathy.com) and [www.NovalisOrganon.com](http://www.NovalisOrganon.com) teach this.

---

**Importance of these factors:**
These constitute the majority of the “mystery slice” of Klinghardt’s pie chart. They explain energy dynamics that otherwise seem to be puzzling and virtually uncontrollable.

---

**Klinghardt’s pie chart of factors affecting human health:**
Genetics, Toxins, Allergies, Heavy Metals, Scars, Environment/Geogenic factors, psycho-emotional, “higher level” disturbances, etc.

---

**Example of a Chronic Miasm/Primal Disease Impregnating Human:**
It hits all layers of the Energy Anatomy.

---

**Action of body now “Hijacked”:**
Leading to various symptoms and “pathic” Disease conditions.

---

**Effective treatment must address each of the layers of the human Energy Anatomy; re each Chronic Miasm and Pathic Disease.**

---

[Dr. Ralph Wilson; www.NaturalWorldHealing.com]
Primal Diseases and the Autonomic Nervous System

Disease and Symptoms

When the human being’s defenses are breached by Primal Diseases/Chronic Miasms, the body and the energy layers all are affected by the generative impregnation of the “hijacker.” Symptoms of illness can be evident as the body is attacked and fights back.

Spin-off “pathic” Diseases can be generated that need to be removed separately.

Human symptoms are not the same as Disease. In homeopathy theory the word Disease is defined narrowly. Disease means the primary distortive energy fields that act as if they were intelligent invaders. Dr. Hahnemann called these “inimical potences”. The key to treatment is the Law of Similar Resonance (“The Law of Similars”) that supports the Generative aspect of the Dynamis.

These Diseases cause characteristic mental/spiritual states as well as physiological and physical states. Intense feelings of fear, anger, sexual charge, hopelessness, mania and more have responded to appropriate homeopathic applications. [These mental/spiritual states are being mapped by such clinical practitioners as Rajan Sankaran and Rudolf Verspoor.]

The Toxic Flashpoints graphic (in red) illustrates how each person may experience varied responses as their unique self takes up the fight for health and survival.

The concept of Ilya Prigogine’s Theory of Dissipative Structures is relevant here. No two people respond to Disease in exactly the same way. However, there are many basic similarities related to each Primal or Pathic Disease and each individual human’s healthy core constitutional archetype.

The Autonomic Nervous System

The Autonomic Nervous System (ANS) is a part of overall human neural and physiological protection. It is like an Inner Protector. It is like a soldier (see graphic). Note: Neuroscience has in recent decades described a three-level ANS, which gives us expanded ways to protect human health. [E.g., Stephen Porges: The Triune Autonomic Nervous System, and his “Polyvagal Theory.”] See graphics on another page.

However, the ANS is not a negotiator and it is not the Creator. Its function can be affected in a variety of ways.

By definition the Chronic Miasms cannot be thrown out by the human with its Autonomic Nervous System. Stronger energy fields are required. These can be supplied by homeopathic preparations.

ANS Assessments

Assessments of Autonomic Nervous System function are quite valuable. They give evidence of the inner battle for health. These assessments can include a wide range of approaches. Some of the most direct include:

Heart Rate Variability
Biofeedback (there is a wide range of devices that do this)
Acu-meridian energy measurement
Autonomic Response Testing (as taught by Klinghardt)
Pulse testing (TCM: Traditional Chinese Medicine; Ayurveda)

Virtually any western medical laboratory study or physical examination can be used to give clues to the state of the underlying function of the ANS.

Assessments by CAM (Complementary and Alternative Medicine) systems may also be useful: Examinations such as in Ayurveda, TCM, Iridology, and much more. These help the practitioner and the patient assess their innate capacity to improve the state of their health.
Your Inner Protector
The ANS has Three Levels
Your Autonomic Nervous System has 3 levels:
- The Social Nervous System
- The Sympathetic Nervous System
- The Parasympathetic Nervous System

1) First Line of Defense:
Social Nervous System

When threatened we seek that friendly smile, that reassuring voice.

2) Second Line of Defense:
Sympathetic Nervous System

When threatened and no friends seen: Fight or Flight. "Foot on the gas pedal."

3) Last Line of Defense:
Parasympathetic Nervous System

Various presentations: Rest, Repose, Repair; disconnect like possum.
Autonomic Science: Three Levels to Consider

Triune Autonomic System: Neurobiology Advancement

- Porges and others described
- Klinghardt gives credit to Porges
- Klinghardt works with this: Including color, emotional phrases, eye movement

Graph: Interview of Stephen Porges
By Ravi Dykema online at:
www.nuxuspub.com/articles/2006/interview_ma.htm

Theory of Dissolution

“The higher nervous system arrangements inhibit (or control) the lower, and thus, when the higher are suddenly rendered functionless, the lower rise in activity.”

—John Hughlings Jackson (1835-1911)
Father of English Neurology
Quoted by Stephen Porges 11/01

We play our part and first all that doesn’t work; or has not worked as expected or determined by the amygdala, we say our second stage. If that doesn’t work, we play our last card. If that doesn’t work, we are in extreme stages of death.

Tryon Autonomic Nervous System • John Chiappi • www.everyday.com
Autonomic Nervous System (ANS): Your Inner Protector

The ANS: Following Orders
• Not the "Commanding Officer".
• Needs instructions.
• Rough, tough, gets the job done.

Does NOT creatively negotiate.

Does the best it can within the Terrain/Landscape/Milieu in which you allow the ANS to function.

ANS Will Change its Function if YOU do this for it:
• Change instructions
• Deliver basic supplies
• Remove Toxins
• Remove Threats
• Change the Terrain

Autonomic Dynamics: Homotoxicology & The Flashpoint Concept

Dysautonomia: "Toxics" of many kinds push to the flashpoint
• Need urgent treatment, but --
• Also need to remove toxins that pushed body to flashpoint
• Breakdown: Individualized
• Treatment: Individualized
• Remove Threats
• Change the Terrain
• Other...
Autonomic Dynamics: Homotoxicology – Coping with Toxins

Above the ANS: What Influences the Autonemics?
(Theories about what we cannot see)

Theories: What affects 3rd and 4th Levels?
- Family Constellations?
- QED (NES, ORION, CoRe)?
- Integrative Homeopathy model? (“Energy Anatomy”)
And remember, all of the ANS support and detoxification that we might undertake -- while often necessary for protection and rebuilding -- does not remove the energy field hijackers that are known as Chronic Miasms/Primal Diseases and the Pathic and Chthonic Diseases. For this, apply the Law of Similars and the complex system of wholeness-making known as Heilkunst (www.Homeopathy.com):

A final note: We are human; we are creative, that is what makes us different from animals. We now hold keys to knowledge and healing that were not available in past centuries. It will take daily commitment and dedication but I am hopeful that humanity will be able to live up to the birthright that is ours. Whatever your religion, including Optimistic Atheism, you hold your future in your hands.

-- Ralph Wilson, N.D., Washington DC
www.IntegrativeHomeopathy.org
**Natural Medicine Consultations**

"It's The Thoughtware."  |  My theme: The Substance of Hope

1) Patients seeking me as naturopathic physician
2) Referred by doctors & dentists for focused services

Helping deal with Health Puzzles, using CAM assessments such as autonomic testing, Ayurvedic or Acumeridian models of health and illness, energy flow models such as homeopathy and EAV, Craniosacral ANS assessment, Somato-Emotional Release, Breath and Focus training. Biofeedback.

Some assessments: ● HRV ● NES scan ● Iridology ● TCM (tongue, pulse, auriculotherapy) ● appropriate labs ● ART

More: www.NaturalWorldHealing.com

**Some ways to describe the Autonomic Nervous System**

[aspects of levels 1, 2 & 3: Klinghardt's 5-level Map/Model]

- Neurobiology Polyvagal System
- Autonomic Triune System
- Autonomic Nervous System
- Neural Therapy Klinghardt
- PsychoNeuroImmunoEndocrinology

Do online internet searches for:

- Homotoxicology ANS
- Dissipative Structures ANS
- Energy Medicine ANS
- Orgone Reich Breathing
- Integrative Homeopathy ANS

**Autonomic Nervous System (ANS)**

- **Some Implications of the Autonomic Nervous System (ANS)**
  - "It is more important to know what sort of person has a disease than to know what sort of disease a person has."
    - Hippocrates (460-377 B.C.)
  - Each person has a healthy core we can support [typology: physiology/personality].
  - We all "feel"/sense things; our ANS is at work 24/7, doing the best it can. Our job: Add what is lacking; Remove toxins; give Information; optimize Body Energies.
  - Body can be “hijacked”: Toxic memories, toxic Energies (Chronic Miasms); block our true Self, unleash fear/ greed/ hatred.
    - • Milieu/Terrain: Beyond Epigenetics.
    - Body as Community: Microbes inside us (need to take probiotics). Collaborations.

**Western Science:** Galen [A.D. 130-200]: Began the cataloging & measuring of aspects of health that were outside conscious human control. History of the ANS is colored by dominant world views. Consistent w/ Ayurveda and TCM acumeridian understandings of human connection with energies and processes outside ourselves. Much is yet to be discovered [ref. quantum physics etc.]

**Autonomic Regulation** is a powerful aspect of human health. I draw upon results of modern neurobiology and insights of Dr. Klinghardt.

**An important doorway:** Above ANS Regulation is Generation/Creativity [makes us human]. This realm is in 4th & 5th levels: Klinghardt's "Map".

More and References: see Autonomic Science section at www.NaturalWorldHealing.com

**Dr. Wilson’s Practice**

Naturopathic Consultations | Integrative Homeopathy | Team Collaborations & Referrals

**Referrals & Collaborations and the ANS**

Integrative Medicine team: Draws upon many practitioners.

Basically I am available to assist in any way that my doctorate in naturopathic medicine, masters in acupuncture, training in Ayurveda, massage/bodywork, homeopathy, biofeedback, counseling and encouragement can enhance patient care.

I am glad to coordinate with other practitioners whom you are seeing as part of your overall integrative medicine approach to improving your health.

Integrative Medicine is consistent with the Medical Heilkunst system: www.IntegrativeHomeopathy.org